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This NPS-IS plan will help direct projects to efficiently address the near field nonpoint source impairments in the 
Flat Run – Tiffin River HUC-12 watershed and the far-field impairments in the Western Basin of Lake Erie. 
 
This plan is based on the Ohio EPA Study of the Tiffin River and Select Tributaries (2015) and should be updated 
accordingly when the Tiffin River Total Maximum Daily Load report (in preparation) is completed and/or when 
additional monitoring data within the Flat Run watershed is available. The Fulton Soil and Water Conservation 
District and the Williams Soil and Water Conservation District assisted with development of this NPS-IS plan.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
The Flat Run-Tiffin River HUC-12 (041000060303) is in western Fulton County and eastern Williams County, Ohio.  
The landscape of the watershed is predominantly row crop agriculture, but does include low density residential, 
pastures, and wooded riparian areas. The village of Archbold, population just over 4,000, is located near the 
headwaters of the watershed.  The Village of West Unity, population 1,600 is also located in the northern portion 
of the watershed.  State and Federal nonpoint source funding is closely tied to strategic implementation-based 
planning that meets U.S. EPA’s nine minimum elements of a watershed plan for impaired waters. The Nature 
Conservancy has taken the lead in authoring this NPS-IS with assistance from Fulton Soil and Water Conservation 
District and the Williams Soil and Water Conservation District.  
 
 

1.1 Report Background 

 
On June 13, 2015, Ohio and Michigan, and Ontario, Canada signed the Western Basin of Lake Erie Collaborative 
Agreement (Collaborative), which committed each to a goal of reducing phosphorus loadings to Lake Erie by 40 
percent in accordance with the Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement of 2012 (GLWQA). A mass balance study 
completed by Ohio EPA in 2017 indicated that loads from nonpoint sources (87 percent) are the largest 
proportion of total phosphorus in the Maumee River, the largest contributing watershed to the Western Lake Erie 
Basin (WLEB). Permitted point sources (NPDES) comprised 9 percent of the total P. Home sewage treatment 
systems are the remaining 4 percent of the annual total phosphorus load. Ohio’s Domestic Action Plan (DAP), 
released in 2018, is aimed at advancing Ohio’s efforts toward the 40 percent nutrient reduction target. Ohio’s DAP 
includes categories of Agricultural Land Management, actions to reduce nutrient export from nonpoint sources in 
agriculture lands; Community-Based Nutrient Reduction, actions to reduce nutrients from urban and rural 
communities and permitted point sources; and Restoration and Support of Ecosystem Services, actions to protect 
and restore natural lands. This NPS-IS plan for the Flat Run-Tiffin River HUC-12 (041000060303) with a focus on 
the Flat Run sub-watershed and was created to support the Ohio DAP, Tiffin River Total Maximum Daily Load 
(TMDL), which is expected in FY19, and the Collaborative by addressing nonpoint source pollution issues 
specifically within its drainage area.  

Flat Run is an ungaged, small watershed with limited biological and water quality data. The NPS-IS relies in large 
part on an Ohio EPA study of the Tiffin River and select tributaries including the Flat Run-Tiffin River HUC-12 (Ohio 
EPA, 2015). That report found that negative impacts associated with nutrient and organic enrichment were 
pervasive throughout the watershed and were a likely driver of biological impairment at multiple locations, 
including Flat Run. Row crop agriculture, manure application to agricultural fields, and historical channelization 
activities were the most widespread sources of this nonpoint source pollution. Underperforming wastewater 
treatment plants (WWTPs), unsewered areas, and potentially faulty home sewage treatment systems (HSTS) were 
also likely causing impairment in more localized areas.    

Excessive siltation and substrate embeddedness, nutrient and organic enrichment, and low flow conditions were 
the most common causes of impairment in smaller tributaries.  Improvements in substrate quality, and reductions 
in the amounts of silts and clays in the Tiffin River in 2010-2014 as compared to previous studies were attributed 
to conservation tillage, various agricultural best management practices (BMPs), and other agricultural 
management programs. Slight decreases in nutrient concentrations were observed as well. Removal of nonpoint 
source impairments in the Flat Run sub-watershed is crucial to the attainment of designated aquatic life uses and 
further removal of beneficial use impairments not only within this sub-watershed, but also within the Tiffin River, 
and Maumee River watershed.  
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1.2 Watershed Profile & History 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Tiffin River in Ohio, part of the Maumee River Watershed. Source: adapted from Ohio EPA, 2015. 

 

The Tiffin River watershed is one of four principal drainage networks that comprise the Maumee River basin. The 
total length of the Tiffin River is approximately 110 miles, drains 778 mi2 and comprises approximately 12% of the 
Maumee watershed. The Tiffin River watershed originates in southern Michigan and flows southward into the 
Maumee River near Defiance, Ohio. The Tiffin River is officially formed in Ohio (Figure 1) by the “confluence” of 
two tributaries, Bean Creek and Mill Creek, which join together in Fulton County, approximately 51 miles 
upstream from the Maumee River. Approximately 70% of the watershed area is located within Ohio. Major 
tributaries to the Tiffin River in Ohio include Bean Creek (285 mi2), Mill Creek (40.5 mi2), Beaver Creek (45 mi2), 
Brush Creek (65.5 mi2), Lick Creek (106 mi2), and Mud Creek (59 mi2). 

The Tiffin watershed is located within the Huron-Erie Lake Plain (HELP) and Eastern Corn Belt Plains (ECBP) 
ecoregions as described in Omernik (1987). Most of the region was channelized and drained for cropland by the 
turn of the 20th century. Stream gradients are very low, with most less than 1-2 feet/mile. Soil hydric groups 
present in the watershed include approximately 50% group D (poorly to very poorly drained), 40% group C 
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(moderately poor to poorly drained), and 10% group B (moderately well drained) (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 
2009). The dominant soil types within the Tiffin River watershed are depicted in Figure 2. The Pewamo-Glynwood-
Blount, Latty-Fulton, Roselms-Paulding, Lenawee-Del Rey, Nappanee-Hoytville, and Millgrove-Mermill soil types 
compose 82.4% of the dominant soil types for this area.  

 

Figure 2. STATSGO dominant soil types in the Tiffin River in Ohio. Source: Ohio EPA, 2015. 

 

Agriculture accounts for the majority of the land use within the watershed (81.82%). Because the watershed 
consists of such poorly drained soils, an extensive tile drainage network is necessary to maintain crop production 
which consists mainly of corn and soybean rotation with very little winter wheat.  Many small streams in the 
watershed have been extensively channelized to support tile and drainage systems (ODNR, 2008). Less than 9% of 
the watershed is developed for urban or residential use. The largest urban areas in the Tiffin River watershed 
include Bryan (8,545), Archbold (4,346), West Unity (1,671), and Stryker (1,335). The Tiffin River watershed in 
Ohio supports a 62,368 residents (US Census Bureau, 2010). Other land uses included 5.0% forest, 0.29% open 
water, 0.12% grassland, 4.0% wetland, and 0.07% other (USFSA, 2012; Figure 3). 
 
The Tiffin River watershed includes approximately 1,941 acres of protected lands contained within 22 sites. These 
lands are divided into two main categories, recreation land and conservation land. Recreation lands in this 
watershed include one state park and several local parks. Conservation lands include a park, wildlife areas, a 
nature preserve, and a conservation club. Of the 1,941 acres of protected lands, approximately 1,378 acres (71%) 
are in the conservation land categories and are most protected from development and human impact.  
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Figure 3. Vegetation and Land Use Cover Tiffin River in Ohio. Source: Ohio EPA, 2015. 

 
 

1.3 Public Participation and Involvement 

Two primary watershed groups exist in the Tiffin River Basin. The Conservation Action Project (CAP) of Ohio, and 
The Maumee River Basin Partnership of Local Governments (MRBPLG).  CAP’s goal is to improve the water quality 
of Lake Erie by increasing the number of acres of conservation tillage on the farms in seven counties bordering or 
draining into the Maumee River. The CAP program conducted by a Board of Trustees made up of one agricultural 
chemical, equipment, or seed dealer, one county soil and water conservation district (SWCD) person, and one 
farmer from each of the seven counties (Conservation Action Project, 2014). MRBPLG was founded in 2001 and 
comprises a consortium of cities, towns, villages, townships, counties, watershed management groups, and the 
regional community. This Partnership stretches across three state boundaries and focuses on a watershed based 
approach to water quality management in the Maumee River Basin (Maumee River Basin Partnership of Local 
Governments, 2014).  Fulton County Soil and Water Conservation District, Williams County Soil and Water 
Conservation District, the Village of Archbold, and Sauder Village are key stakeholders in the Flat Run watershed 
and have provided input along with instrumental projects. 
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Chapter 2: HUC-12 Watershed Characterization and Assessment Summary 

2.1 Summary of HUC-12 Watershed Characterization 

2.1.1 Physical and Natural Features 

In Ohio, the Tiffin River watershed is located in Defiance, Fulton, Henry, and Williams counties and is completely 

within the ECBP ecoregion. The watershed encompasses five 10-digit Hydrologic Unit Codes (HUCs): Mill and Bean 

Creek sub-basin (0410000602), Upper Tiffin River sub-basin (0410000603), Middle Tiffin River sub-basin 

(0410000605), Lick Creek sub-basin (0410000604), and Lower Tiffin River sub-basin (0410000606).  

The Flat Run-Tiffin River HUC 12 is located in the Upper Tiffin River sub-basin, and drains approximately 33 mi2. 

The Flat Run sub-watershed drains approximately 11 mi2 (Figure 4).   

 
Figure 4. Flat Run-Tiffin River HUC 12 (outlined in grey) and the Flat-Run sub-watershed (yellow). 

 

2.1.2 Land Use and Protection 

 

Flat Run is predominantly cropland (80%) and considered a high priority agricultural zone and prime farmland. As 
of 2010, no conservation or agriculture easements, Conservation Reserve Enhancement Program, Wetland 
Reserve Ehancment Program acres were present in Flat Run.  A 2017 winter transect study by Fulton SWCD 
revealed that 43% of the row-crop ground had no residue cover, which could lead to excessive soil erosion and 
siltation found in the Flat Run sampling 

Twelve percent of the watershed is urban. The upper half of the watershed is considered high suitability for 
development, especially near Archbold. North and northwest of Archbold is considered medium potential for 
groundwater pollution. Flat Run is 6% forest and 0.2% water land uses (Figure 5, Table 1). It is characterized by flat 
to slightly rolling terrain with poorly draining soils comprised of mainly Fulton silty clay loam, 0-6% slopes (Figure 6). 
A small area of locally important soils are found at the headwaters of FlatRun just east of Sauder Village Museum.  
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Figure 5. Land Use Classifications for Flat Run-Tiffin River HUC 12 (Flat Run sub-watershed outline). Source: NOAA C-CAP. 

 
 
 

Table 1. Land use areas for Flat Run-Tiffin River HUC 12. Source: NOAA C-CAP. 

 

Land Use Area (acres) % Watershed 

Cropland 17,015 80.3 

Urban 2,542 12.0 

Forest 1,250 5.9 

Pastureland 349 1.6 

Water 43 0.2 

Feedlots 1.4 0.01 

Others 2.7 0.01 

Total 21,201  
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Figure 6. Aerial Imagery for Flat Run-Tiffin Run HUC 12 Flat Run sub-watershed. Sources: Esri 

 

 

 

2.2 Summary of HUC-12 Biological Trends 

 
The 2015 Ohio EPA survey confirmed the warmwater habitat (WWH) use designation was appropriate for six 
tributaries, including Flat Run that had previously been unverified in the Tiffin River Watershed. These tributaries 
were assessed using standardized instream biological data and numerical biological criteria collection. Bates 
Creek, Flat Run, and Leatherwood Creek are all direct tributaries to the Tiffin River and are situated in the ECBP 
ecoregion. Although this NPS-IS covers just Flat Run, each of these tributaries behave similarly and have similar 
biological water quality indicators and trends.  
 
Flat Run was sampled northeast of Stryker at county road 22-75 (River mile 0.40, 41.538600 -84.382800) and was 
in non-attainment of the WWH use designation. Index of Biotic Integrity score was 34, Invertebrate Community 
Index was Low Fair, and Qualitative Habitat Evaluation Index was 40.  
 
Tolerant fish species overwhelmingly dominated fish assemblages, comprising 68.9% of the fish collected in Flat 
Run. Pollution sensitive fish species were nearly absent, comprising less than 1% of the fish community where 
present. Sand was the dominant substrate type, with lesser amounts of hardpan and silt present. 
Macroinvertebrate communities were predominated by facultative and tolerant taxa with low to very low 
diversity, primarily midges. Water quality at Flat Run exceeded the total phosphorus limit (0.12 mg/L) but was 
under the nitrate-nitrogen limit (0.82 mg/L). E. coli present in sufficient numbers (1090 cfu/100mL) mean that Flat 
Run was in non-attainment for class B recreational use.  
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Table 2: Flat Run: Aquatic Life Use Attainment Status.  (Ohio EPA, Dec. 15, 2015) 

Location STORET 
(RM) 

DRAINAGE 
(MI2) 

Index of 
Biotic 

Integrity 
(IBI) 

 

Modified 
Index of 

Well Being 
(MIwb) 

Invertebrate 
Community 

Index 
(ICI) 

Qualitative 
Habitat 

Evaluation 
Index 
(QHEI) 

Status 

Northeast 
of Stryker 
@ County 
Road 22-

75 

PO7K28 

(.40) 

 

10.2 34* N/A a L Fair b 40 Nonattainment 

Lockport 
@ County 
Road 22-

75/ 
County 
Rd. I-25 

302205 

(41.12) 

374 46 9.51 50 66.75  Full attainment 

        

TARGET   40 8.3 36, Good 60  
* Significant departure from ecoregion biocriteria 
a The MIwb is not applicable to headwater sites (drainage <20 mi2).  
b Narrative evaluation used in lieu of ICI (G=Good; MG=Marginally Good; F=Fair; L Fair=Low Fair; P=Poor; VP=Very Poor).  

 
 
Table 3: QHEI Qualitative Habitat Evaluation Index (Ohio EPA,Dec. 15, 2015) 
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2.3 Summary of HUC-12 Pollution Causes and Associated Sources 

 
Fish community performance is negatively influenced by pervasive siltation and embeddedness. Excess siltation 
appeared to be causing a high sediment oxygen demand (SOD) and was likely contributing to the DO sags 
observed. Patterns of organic enrichment, where consistently low DO readings led to exceedances of both 
minimum and average WQS criteria, typically for extended periods of time, were prevalent in Flat Run. This is 
characteristic of low gradients that can inhibit the flushing of organic material and exacerbate organic enrichment 
issues. Sources of excess organic material can be both point and nonpoint in origin. Primary sources likely 
included biomass from crop residue and anthropogenic waste from municipal and on-site wastewater treatment. 
 
Monitoring in 2014 also measured elevated specific conductance on Flat Run and Brush Creek upstream from the 
Archbold WWTP, although there are no known sources for high dissolved solids. It is possible that this elevated 
specific conductance in both streams is associated with diffuse home sewage treatment systems (HSTS) not 
captured by the Archbold WWTP. 
 
Heavy silt cover, no sinuosity, poor channel development, and channelization activities have negatively impacted 
habitat quality in Flat Run. An overwhelming presence of moderate and high influence negative habitat attributes 
such no sinuosity, poor channel development, channelization suggested that habitat, especially excessive siltation, 
may be a factor limiting biological performance. The macroinvertebrate communities were impacted by siltation 
from past channel modifications and agricultural activities. Water quality impairment causes cited were failing 
home sewage treatment systems and agricultural runoff.  
 
Table 4 : Causes and Sources of NPS Impairment for Flat Run (Unverified/WWH Confirmed-ECBP) 

River 
Mile 

Primary Cause Primary 
Source 

Status Location 

PO7K28 
(0.40) 

 
Sediment/Siltation 

Channelization, 
Row Crop 

Agriculture 
with 

subsurface 
drainage 

 
NONATTAINMENT 

Northeast of Stryker@ County Road 22-
75 

     

 

Given the improvements of the Tiffin River watershed as a whole, biological performance in these streams could 
meet WWH expectations if identified stressors are addressed. This NPS-IS plan will be used to strategically identify 
and outline key projects within the Flat Run sub-watershed that address management of the key stressors 
affecting this watershed. 
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2.4 Additional Information for Determining Critical Areas and Developing Implementation Strategies 
  
The DRAFT Tiffin Watershed Implementation Plan complied by Tetra-Tech (2018) includes the Upper Tiffin HUC-10 
which is comprised of three HUC-12 subwatersheds: Bates Creek-Tiffin River, Leatherwood Creek, and Flat Run-Tiffin 
River.  For Flat Run, this plan calls for a 50% improvement in the QHEI metrics and an 88% reduction in E. coli.  
Management measures/project types in this plan focus on nutrient management, installing agricultural runoff BMPs 
(including soil health practices), and riparian management.  Management measures/project types to address E. Coli 
focus on agricultural runoff BMPs, manure management, and HSTS improvements.   

In 2009, a Soil and Water Assessment Tool (SWAT) study was done on the Tiffin River by LimnoTech. That study 
completed a baseline sediment and nutrient loading analysis that found: 

• Cropland contributes more than 70% of the total sediment, phosphorus, and nitrogen load in the Tiffin 
River watershed. 

• Sheet and rill erosion contributes 85% of the total sediment load (from all landuse/landcover categories), 
with the remaining 15% attributed to ephemeral gully erosion (from cropland). 

• The dominant transport pathway for TP (>90%) is surface runoff. *authors note limitations of modeling 
transport of SRP via tile drains in SWAT2009; therefore, state that it is possible that the surface runoff 
pathway is overestimated and that the tile drain/groundwater pathways are underestimated. 

• The dominant transport pathway for TN is surface runoff (63%), followed by groundwater (23%). 

The study goes on to model land management scenarios to estimate the potential benefits filter strips, grassed 
waterways, cover crops, conservation tillage, nutrient management, and a combination of all these practices in 
reducing sediment, nitrogen and phosphorus in the watershed. The land management actions considered in the 
study are listed below, along with the prescribed “level-of-implementation” by percent of cropland area: 

A. Grassed waterways (random), 20% of cropland acres 

B. Grassed waterways (targeted), 20% of cropland acres 

C. Filter strips, 20% of cropland acres 

D. Cover crops, 30% of cropland acres 

E. Conservation tillage, 100% of cropland acres 

F. Nutrient management, 100% of cropland acres 

G. A combination of all practices (B-G), set at the implementation levels specified for B-G (where B=20% + 
C=20% + D=30% + E=100% + F=100%). The random application of grassed waterways (A) was not included in 
the combination scenario as it is redundant to the targeted application of grassed waterways and is not as 
effective in reducing loads compared to the targeted approach. 

The modeled practices that resulted in the largest load reductions (in parentheses) at the watershed outlet can be 
used as a surrogate for goals and actions in the Flat Run watershed: 

• Sediment: G. combined management (32%), B. targeted grassed waterways (16%), and E. conservation 
tillage (14%). 

• TP: G. combined management (65%), B. targeted grassed waterways (47%), A. random grassed waterways 
(34%) and F. nutrient management (21%). 

• SRP: G. combined management (41%), B. targeted grassed and F. nutrient management (40%). 

• TN: B. targeted grassed waterways (20%), G. combined management (18%), and A. random grassed 
waterways (15%). 

• Nitrate: D. cover crops (8%) and B. targeted grassed waterways (7%). 
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Geographic Information System Approach 

Agricultural Conservation Planning Framework (ACPF) is a set of geographic information system (GIS) based 

“software tools to identify candidate locations for different types of conservation practices that can be placed 

within and below fields in order to reduce, trap and treat hydrologic flows, and thereby improve water quality in 

agricultural watersheds” (Porter et al. 2018, p. 1).  

ACPF uses a file geodatabase structure with a separate file geodatabase for each watershed defined by a 12-digit 

HUC. ARS published file geodatabases for over 8,700 such watersheds online. Digital elevation models (DEMs) are 

not provided in the published file geodatabases and must be obtained by users. The DEMs need significant pre-

processing before ACPF can be run. For additional information about ACPF, refer to the ACPF website 

(https://acpf4watersheds.org/) and user’s manual (Porter et al. 2018). 

ACPF for Flat Run 

ACPF was run for Flat Run using a DEM from the Ohio Statewide Imagery Program and a file geodatabase 

provided by ARS (2019b). The tool was run using cropland data layers representing the years 2013 through 2018. 

Output from the ACPF tool was provided to the local SWCDs to inform their discussions with landowners about 

potential conservation practices. 

Default input values were selected for all potential BMPs.  Table 2.4 below contains a summary of the practices 

sited.  

Table 5: Summary of ACPF for Flat Run 

 

Output Amount identified Brief notes 

R
u

n
o

ff
 c

o
n

tr
o

l 

 

Grassed waterways 
93,140 m 

305,578 Fft. 
Reduce gully erosion. 

Contour buffer strips 
36 strips; 7.7 ac 

total 

Perennial vegetation strips planted along 
topographic contours, alternated with wider 
cultivated strips farmed on the contour. In-field 
runoff control practice to decrease the length of 
slopes along which runoff accumulates, and sheet 
and rill erosion. 

W
at

er
 d

et
e

n
ti

o
n

/s
to

ra
ge

 

 

WASCOBs 

12; 

15.8 ac surface 
area total; 

26 ac ft of storage 

Embankments built across (perpendicular) a 
drainageway in an agricultural field to reduce 
sediment and total phosphorus loads, attenuate 
peak runoff discharge, and reduce risk of gully 
formation down gradient. 

 Nutrient removal 
wetlands 

66,688 ac pool + 
buffer;  

10,836 ac ft of 
storage 

Iowa’s CREP program developed criteria for siting 
wetlands below tile drained fields to reduce nitrate 
40-90% depending on the nitrate load intercepted 
and wetland area. 

https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/90m2CZ6Gg4cXJZ84uz0N1G?domain=acpf4watersheds.org
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Ti
le

 d
ra

in
ag

e 
tr

ea
tm

en
t 

Edge-of-field 
bioreactors 

141 

Buried bed of woodchips that receive tile drainage 
flows from adjoining field. Woodchips provide a 
carbon source, which combined with the reducing 
(oxygen limiting) conditions in the saturated 
subsurface environment, encourage naturally 
occurring bacteria to reduce nitrate to di-nitrogen 
gas in a stepwise process (denitrification). 

Drainage water mgt 8,229 ac 
WCS to raise in-field water table during growing 
season reduces nitrogen loads. 

Riparian 
assessment/saturate
d buffers or carbon-

enhancement of 
saturated buffers 
using woodchip 

bioreactor walls or 
trenches 

276 ac 

Creates “riparian catchments” based on catchment 
size and topography near the stream to match 
riparian buffer to functional opportunities to 
intercept runoff, influence shallow groundwater, 
and stabilize streambanks with riparian vegetation. 

 

Farm ponds 

Either no ponds 
were sited, or tool 

malfunctioning. 
Need to look into 

this. 

Recycling potential. 

(Source: Alexis Sakas, The Nature Conservancy, 2019) 

 

Chapter 3: Critical Area Conditions & Restoration Strategies 
 

The overall nonpoint source restoration goals for this NPS-IS plan are two-fold: 
1. Near Field Goal:  To improve IBI, ICI, and QHEI scores so that the Non-Attainment status can achieve full 

attainment of the designated aquatic life use for that waterbody.  There is currently one sample point in 
this watershed and Flat Run-Tiffin River is in Non-Attainment. This designation is due to the fish 
community and the macroinvertebrate community not meeting their target.  The QHEI score for the 
stream and surrounding habitat were 20 points below their target. Therefore, the goals for the Critical 
Areas of the Flat Run-Tiffin River watershed are to improve ICI, IBI and QHEI scores so that the Non -
Attainment status for this sampling site can be changed to full attainment of the designated WWH aquatic 
life use. 

2. Far Field Goal: To achieve 40% overall reduction in Spring total phosphorus load from agriculture and 
urban areas to meet Ohio Domestic Action Plan goals.  

 
Three critical areas have been identified for the Flat Run-Tiffin River HUC 12.  There is one sampling site located in 
Flat Run northeast of Stryker@ County Road 22-75 that is in Non-Attainment of the WWH designation due to 
sedimentation/siltation from channelization and row crop agriculture with subsurface drainage.  This plan will 
characterize and address the implementation of strategies for the current critical areas.  
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Overview of Critical Areas   

Three critical areas have been identified within the Flat Run HUC-12.  The critical areas identified will address far-

field effects of nutrients in Lake Erie, the end receiving waterbody of drainage from the Flat Run HUC-12.  Project 

implementation within two critical areas, will contribute to positive effects on impairment at the near-field. 

Additional critical areas may be developed in subsequent versions of this NPS-IS. 

Table 6:  Summary of Critical Areas 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7:  Critical Areas Overview 

 

Critical Area 
Number 

Critical Area Description Impairments Addressed 

1 Nutrient Reduction in Prioritized 
Row Crop Agricultural Lands 

• Far-field (Lake Erie) 

2 Row Crop Agriculture and 
Channelized Ditches  

• Near field (sampling point @RM 0.4) 

• Far-field (Lake Erie)  

3 Developed Areas  • Near-field (QHEI improvement 
throughout the streams) 

• Far-field (part of the urban portion of 
the P -Load to Lake Erie)  
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Critical Area 1: Row Crop Agriculture to address far field load reduction goals.   The focus is on nutrient reduction 
from row crop agriculture through the watershed to address far field loading goals outlined in the Ohio Domestic 
Action Plan (Ohio EPA, 2020).  Refer to Table 7.  The actions outlined to address nutrients in Critical Area 1 will also 
help reduce the effects of sedimentation and siltation on aquatic communities to address concerns for Critical Area 
2. 

 Priorities for Critical Area 1 

1. Flat Run subwatershed. 
2. Williams County subwatershed (West Unity) 
3. Tracts adjacent to Waters of the State including tributaries and ditches where water retention 

practices are most suited as identified by ACPF. 
4. Tracts managed by persons who have not recently participated in cost share programs as 

identified by SWCD staff 
5. Tracts using manure as an important means of crop fertilization as identified by SWCD staff. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 7: Loadings Table for Flat Run HUC 12 

Land Use 

Baseline (2008) 

Spring Total 

Phosphorus Load 

Load Reduction to 

achieve 40% overall 

reduction in Spring TP 

load to meet Ohio DAP 

goals in this HUC-12 

Goal: 

Reduce Spring Load of 

TP to be equal to or 

less than these values: 

Agriculture 13,000 lbs. 5,200 lbs. 7,800 lbs.  

Developed 1,000 lbs.  400 lb. 600 lbs. 

Natural 100 lbs. 0  0 

HSTS 360 lbs. 144 lbs.  216 lbs. 

Total 14,000 lbs. 5,600 lbs.  8,700 lbs. 

(Source: Ohio’s Domestic Action Plan 2020 to Address Nutrients) 

 

Critical Area 2: Row Crop Agriculture and Channelized Ditches in the Flat Run subwatershed to address near field 
biological goals.  The focus is on row crop agriculture channelized ditches specifically in the Flat Run subwatershed 
to specifically address the direct habitat impacts at the sampling point @RM 0.4.  The actions outlined to reduce 
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the effects of sedimentation and siltation on aquatic communities in Critical Area 2 will also help to address nutrient 
concerns for Critical Area 1. 

Critical Area 3: Mapped Urban Areas/Developed areas in Flat Run Subwatershed to address near field goals and 
part of the urban portion of the P -Load far-field:  The focus is on the Flat Run sub-watershed to address urban 
impacts of the Village of Archbold at Sauder Village and to specifically address the direct habitat impacts at the 
sampling point @RM 0.4.  The actions outlined to reduce the effects of sedimentation and siltation on aquatic 
communities in Critical Area 3 will also help to address nutrient concerns for Critical Area 1. 

 

3.1 Critical Area 1: Conditions, Goals & Objectives for: Row Crop Agriculture to address far field load 

reduction goals  

3.1.1 Detailed Characterization  

The watershed is dominated by crop production with 80% land use as agriculture and considered a high priority 
agricultural zone and prime farmland. As of 2010, no conservation or agriculture easements, Conservation 
Reserve Enhancement Program, or Wetland Reserve Enhancement Program acres were present in Flat Run.  A 
2017 winter transect study by Fulton SWCD revealed that 43% of the row-crop ground had no residue cover, 
which could lead to additional nutrient loss. 

Figure 8:  Critical Area 1 
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3.1.2 Detailed Biological Conditions    

See Table 2 and Table 3.  
 

3.1.3 Detailed Causes and Associated Sources for Critical Area 1  

The 40% reduction of phosphorus from agriculture for this watershed is 5,200 lbs. of phosphorus. 
 

3.1.4 Outline Goals and Objectives for Critical Area 1 

• Goal 1. Achieve 40% Phosphorus load reduction goal of 7,800 lbs. 
o NOT ACHIEVED:  Current 13,000 lbs. 

The Objectives for Critical Area 1 were developed with input from the Fulton and Williams County Soil and Water 
Conservation District.   

Objective 1: Agriculture BMP-In-field improvements: Cover Crops to improve soil health and organic matter 

• Cover Crops- 5,100 acres (30% of total ag acres).  Target tracts that have not used cover crops and 
are adjacent to streams.   

Objective 2:  Agriculture BMP-In-field improvements: Grassed waterways  

• Install or rehabilitate 15 grassed waterways, or 22,500 linear feet as identified by ACPF 

Objective 3: Agriculture BMP-In-field improvements: Drainage water management 

• Install drainage water management on 600 acres.  Target tracts that are adjacent to streams and 
identified by ACPF. 

Objective 4: Agriculture BMP-In-field improvements: Increase nutrient management plans and manure 
management practices 

• Nutrient management plans on 5,100 acres (30% of total ag acres).  Target tracts adjacent to 
streams and those that use manure as fertilizer.   

• Install 5 manure storage structures and animal housing retrofits. 

Objective 5: In-field improvements: Increase subsurface nutrient application. 

• Subsurface nutrient application on 3,400 acres (20% of total ag acres).   

Objective 6: Edge-of-field improvements: riparian buffers, bioreactor/phosphorus filters, and wetlands   

• Install riparian buffers on 1,500 linear ft of stream.  Target areas upstream of impaired site in Flat 
Run subwatershed. 

• Install 10 bioreactors and/or phosphorus filter on areas identified by ACPF. 

• Install wetlands or drainage retention basins on 120 acres in the Flat Run subwatershed as 
identified by ACPF. 

 
As these objectives are implemented, water quality monitoring (both project related and regularly scheduled 
monitoring) will be conducted to determine progress toward meeting the identified goals (i.e., water quality 
standards). These objectives will be reevaluated and modified if determined to be necessary. For instance; many 
agricultural BMPs can be “stacked” (a systems approach) that will also incrementally improve the quality and 
quantity of runoff and drainage waters and in-stream water quality.  
When reevaluating, the committee will reference the Ohio EPA Nonpoint Source Management Plan Update (Ohio 
EPA, 2013), which has a complete listing of all eligible NPS management strategies to consider including: 

• Urban Sediment and Nutrient Reduction Strategies; 

• Altered Stream and Habitat Restoration Strategies;  
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• Nonpoint Source Reduction Strategies; and  

• High Quality Waters Protection Strategies 

3.2 Critical Area 2: Conditions, Goals & Objectives for Row Crop Agriculture and Channelized Ditches in 

the Flat Run subwatershed to address near field biological goals to specifically address the direct 

habitat impacts at the sampling point @RM 0.4. 

3.2.1 Detailed Characterization  

The watershed is dominated by crop production with 80% land use as agriculture.  As of 2010, no conservation or 
agriculture easements, Conservation Reserve Enhancement Program, or Wetland Reserve Enhancement Program 
acres were present in Flat Run.  A 2017 winter transect study by Fulton SWCD revealed that 43% of the row-crop 
ground had no residue cover, which could lead to additional sediment loss.  Practices that capture and treat 
nutrients and sediment can be placed here along with implementing nutrient management plans and soil health 
practices.  Practices in this critical area will need to address sediment movement and trap nutrients and 
specifically protect streambanks from erosion.  Many of the in-field practices specific to nutrient and sediment 
capture along edge of field practices were identified in Critical Area 1 objectives.   Critical Area 2 focuses on 
improvement of instream habitat conditions.   

Figure 9:  Critical Area 2 

 

 

3.2.2 Detailed Biological Conditions    

See Table 2 and Table 3.  
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3.2.3 Detailed Causes and Associated Sources for Critical Area 2  

Organic enrichment, excessive siltation, and poor habitat are pervasive throughout the Flat Run watershed. 
Impacts from urbanization and point sources are a major concern and result in Flat Run not meeting its class B 
recreation use designation. 
 

3.2.4 Outline Goals and Objectives for Critical Area 2 

 

• Goal 1. Achieve IBI score of 40 at County Road 22-75 sampling site on Flat Run (RM 0.40)  
o NOT ACHIEVED: Site currently has a score of 34  

• Goal 2. Achieve ICI score of Good at County Road 22-75 sampling site on Flat Run (RM 0.40) 
o NOT ACHIEVED: Site currently has a score of Low Fair  

• Goal 3. Achieve QHEI score of 60 at County Road 22-75 sampling site on Flat Run (RM 0.40) 
o NOT ACHIEVED: Site currently has a score of 40  

• Goal 4. Achieve IBI score of 40 at Lockport @ County Road 22-75/ County Rd. I-25  
o ACHIEVED: Site currently has a score of 46 

• Goal 5. Achieve ICI score of Good at Lockport @ County Road 22-75/ County Rd. I-25 
o ACHIEVED: Site currently has a score 50  

• Goal 6. Achieve QHEI score of 60 at Lockport @ County Road 22-75/ County Rd. I-25  
o ACHIEVED: Site currently has a score of 66.75 

 

All of the in-field and edge-of-field practices outlined in the objectives for Critical Area 1 to address nutrient 
pollution will also be beneficial to the stated Goals for Critical Area 2.  The practices outlines will also reduce 
sediment pollution which is harmful to aquatic communities. 

Objective 1: Stabilize eroding banks along ditches and install 2-stage ditches  

• Install 2-stage ditch in combination with stream restoration on 1,500 linear feet of eroding ditch 
banks which are directly upstream or a direct tributary to the Flat Run sampling site. 
 

 
As this objective is implemented, water quality monitoring (both project related and regularly scheduled 
monitoring) will be conducted to determine progress toward meeting the identified goals (i.e., water quality 
standards). These objectives will be reevaluated and modified if determined to be necessary. For instance; many 
agricultural BMPs can be “stacked” (a systems approach) that will also incrementally improve the quality and 
quantity of runoff and drainage waters and in-stream water quality.  
When reevaluating, the committee will reference the Ohio EPA Nonpoint Source Management Plan Update (Ohio 
EPA, 2013), which has a complete listing of all eligible NPS management strategies to consider including: 

• Urban Sediment and Nutrient Reduction Strategies; 

• Altered Stream and Habitat Restoration Strategies;  

• Nonpoint Source Reduction Strategies; and  

• High Quality Waters Protection Strategies 
 

3.3 Critical Area 3: Conditions, Goals & Objectives for Developed Areas in Flat Run Subwatershed to 

address near field goals and part of the urban portion of the P -Load far-field goals:   

3.3.1 Detailed Characterization  

The focus is on the Flat Run sub-watershed to address urban impacts of the Village of Archbold at Sauder Village 
and to specifically address the direct habitat impacts at the sampling point @RM 0.4.  The actions outlined to 
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reduce the effects of sedimentation and siltation on aquatic communities in Critical Area 3 will also help to 
address nutrient concerns for Critical Area 1. 

Critical Area 3 is 3,0053 acres and drains 4.68 square miles. Primary landowners in the watershed are Sauder 
Village Historical Museum and Furniture Company as well as Village of Archbold. It contains the village of 
Archbold and faces high development pressure. It also contains areas with high potential to pollute groundwater 
sources. Addressing issues of failing HSTS, point sources, impervious surfaces, and WWTP are recommended. As 
the lowest point, for the upstream drainage area, Sauder village experienced extensive flooding that damaged 
historic artifacts and property. Practices that trap, slow down and treat water, reduce nutrient inputs, and 
minimize impervious surfaces are appropriate here. With a high percentage of land controlled by a few 
landowners, this is an ideal area to implement larger treatment and flood flow reduction strategies.  
 

Figure 10:  Critical Area 3 

 
  

3.3.2 Detailed Biological Conditions    

The biological conditions are unknown in this critical area but it can be assumed to be similar to the rest of Flat 
Run. It is a headwater habitat located in medium and high density residential and highly productive agriculture 
land uses.  
 

3.3.3 Detailed Causes and Associated Sources for Critical Area 3  

Organic enrichment, excessive siltation, and poor habitat are pervasive throughout the Flat Run watershed. 
Impacts from urbanization and point sources are a major concern and result in Flat Run not meeting its class B 
recreation use designation.  
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3.3.4 Outline Goals and Objectives for Critical Area 3 

• Goal 1. Achieve IBI score of 40 at County Road 22-75 sampling site on Flat Run (RM 0.40)  
o NOT ACHIEVED: Site currently has a score of 34  

• Goal 2. Achieve ICI score of Good at County Road 22-75 sampling site on Flat Run (RM 0.40) 
o NOT ACHIEVED: Site currently has a score of Low Fair 

• Goal 3. Achieve QHEI score of 60 at County Road 22-75 sampling site on Flat Run (RM 0.40) 
o NOT ACHIEVED: Site currently has a score of 40  

• Goal 4.  Achieve 40% Phosphorus load reduction goal of 400 lbs. from urban and 144 lbs. from HSTS  
o NOT ACHIEVED:  Current 1000 lbs. from urban and 360 lbs. from HSTS. 

 
 

Objective 1: Install wetlands 

• Install wetlands that will treat 300 acres 
 
Objective 2:  Implement green infrastructure practices to treat run off from high use areas 

• Install 15 rain gardens and/or bioswales 

• Install permeable pavement to treat 20 acres 
 

Objective 3:  Stabilize streams and ditches in developed areas creating increased floodplain where possible 

• Stabilize 500 linear feet of eroding banks.     
  
Objective 4:  Increase riparian zones within the developed areas of Flat Run subwatershed 

• Plant trees and shrubs along ditches and streams.  1,500 linear feet. 
 

Objective 5: Replace or repair failing HSTS sites 

• Replace or repair 30 home sewage treatment systems.  
 

 
As these objectives are implemented, water quality monitoring (both project related and regularly scheduled 
monitoring) will be conducted to determine progress toward meeting the identified goals (i.e., water quality 
standards). These objectives will be reevaluated and modified if determined to be necessary. For instance; many 
agricultural BMPs can be “stacked” (a systems approach) that will also incrementally improve the quality and 
quantity of runoff and drainage waters and in-stream water quality.  
When reevaluating, the committee will reference the Ohio EPA Nonpoint Source Management Plan Update 
(Ohio EPA, 2013), which has a complete listing of all eligible NPS management strategies to consider including: 

• Urban Sediment and Nutrient Reduction Strategies; 

• Altered Stream and Habitat Restoration Strategies;  

• Nonpoint Source Reduction Strategies; and  

• High Quality Waters Protection Strategies 
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Chapter 4: Projects and Implementation Strategy 
 

Below are the projects and implementation strategy currently believed to be necessary to remove the 
impairments to the Flat Run HUC-12 as a result of the identified causes and associated sources of nonpoint source 
pollution. Because the attainment status is based on biological conditions, it will be necessary to periodically re-
evaluate the status of the critical areas to determine if the implemented projects are sufficient. Implementation 
of practices described in this NPS-IS plan will also contribute to nutrient load reduction (specifically the 40% 
reduction in phosphorus load) to protect and restore use attainment in Lake Erie. Nutrient load reduction efforts 
are consistent with the Lake Erie Collaborative Agreement (IJC) and Lake Erie Domestic Action Plan (under 
development). 
 
For the Flat Run HUC-12 there are three Project and Implementation Strategy Overview Tables.  Future versions of 
this NPS-IS plan may include subsequent sections as more critical areas are refined and more projects become 
developed to meet the requisite objectives within a critical area.  
 
Project Summary Sheets are in section 4.2. These summary sheets provide the essential nine elements for short-
term and/or next step projects that are in development and/or in need of funding. As projects are implemented 
and new projects developed, these sheets will be updated. Any new summary sheets created will be submitted to 
the state of Ohio for funding eligibility verification (i.e., all nine elements are included). 
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4.1 Project and Implementation Strategy Overview Tables 

The Project Summary Sheets provided below were developed based on the actions or activities needed to achieve nutrient reduction targets 

in the Flat Run HUC-12.  

4.1.1  Critical Area 1 

Table 8: Critical Area #1 Project and Implementation Strategy Overview Table 

FLAT RUN (HUC-12) (04100006 03 03) — Critical Area #1 

Goal Objective 
Project 

# 
Project Title 

(EPA Criteria g) 
Lead Organization 

(EPA criteria d) 
Time Frame 

(EPA Criteria f) 
Estimated Cost 
(EPA Criteria d) 

Potential/Actual Funding 
Source 

(EPA Criteria d) 

Urban Sediment and Nutrient Reduction Strategies 

        

Altered Stream and Habitat Restoration Strategies  

        

Agricultural Nonpoint Source Reduction Strategies 

1 1, 2, 3, 4 1 

Agriculture BMP-In-field 
improvements: Cover Crops, 
Grassed Waterway, Drainage 
Management, NM Plans 

Fulton /Williams 
SWCD 

Short 
(1-3 yrs) 

$186,000 
Ohio EPA §319, GLRI, H2Ohio, 
GLC, NRCS-USDA CRP, EQIP 

1 5 - 

Agricultural BMPs – 
Subsurface Injection 
(Equipment and 
Implementation) 

Fulton /Williams 
SWCD 

Medium $300,000 GLRI, H2Ohio, GLC 

1 6 - 
Agricultural BMPs-Edge-of-
Field; buffers, filters, 
wetlands 

Fulton/ Williams 
SWCD 

Medium   
NRCS-USDA CRP, EQIP, 
H2Ohio, GLRI 

1 1, 2, 3 2 
Western Fulton Phosphorus 
& Sediment Reduction 
(Brush, Deer, Flat & Stag) 

Fulton SWCD Short (1-3 yrs)  
$288,356 
FUNDED 

 

1 2, 3, 4 5 
Sauder Village BMPs at 
Demo Farm 

Sauder Village 
Short (1-3 
years) 

$20,000 NRCS, H2Ohio 

High Quality Waters Protection Strategies 

        

Other NPS Causes and Associated Sources of Impairment 
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FLAT RUN (HUC-12) (04100006 03 03) — Critical Area #1 

Goal Objective 
Project 

# 
Project Title 

(EPA Criteria g) 
Lead Organization 

(EPA criteria d) 
Time Frame 

(EPA Criteria f) 
Estimated Cost 
(EPA Criteria d) 

Potential/Actual Funding 
Source 

(EPA Criteria d) 

        

4.1.2  Critical Area 2 

Table 9: Critical Area #2 Project and Implementation Strategy Overview Table 

FLAT RUN (HUC-12) (04100006 03 03) — Critical Area #2 

Goal Objective 
Project 

# 
Project Title 

(EPA Criteria g) 
Lead Organization 

(EPA criteria d) 
Time Frame 

(EPA Criteria f) 
Estimated Cost 
(EPA Criteria d) 

Potential/Actual Funding 
Source 

(EPA Criteria d) 
Urban Sediment and Nutrient Reduction Strategies 

        
Altered Stream and Habitat Restoration Strategies  

1, 2, 3 1 - Install 2 stage ditch and 
stream restoration 

Fulton 
SWCD/Futon 
County Engineer 

Medium TBD H2Ohio 

Agricultural Nonpoint Source Reduction Strategies 

        
High Quality Waters Protection Strategies 

        
Other NPS Causes and Associated Sources of Impairment 
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4.1.3  Critical Area 3 

 

Table 10: Critical Area #3 Project and Implementation Strategy Overview Table 

FLAT RUN (HUC-12) (04100006 03 03) — Critical Area #3 

Goal Objective 
Project 

# 
Project Title 

(EPA Criteria g) 
Lead Organization 

(EPA criteria d) 
Time Frame 

(EPA Criteria f) 
Estimated Cost 
(EPA Criteria d) 

Potential/Actual Funding Source 
(EPA Criteria d) 

Urban Sediment and Nutrient Reduction Strategies 

1, 2, 3, 4 2 
 

4 
Sauder Village green practices 
 

Sauder Village 
Short (1-3 

years) 
$1.4 million 
 

Ohio EPA 319,  Ohio EPA 
Environmental Education, 
Sauder Capital 

        

Altered Stream and Habitat Restoration Strategies 

1, 2, 3, 4 1 3 
Sauder Village Wetland 
Restoration 

Sauder Village 
Short (1-3 

years) 
COMPLETE 

$150,000 Ohio EPA 319, ODNR 

1, 2, 3, 4 1 6 Archbold Wetland Restoration Village of Archbold 
Short (1-3 

years) 
$44,514 

Ohio EPA 319, H2Ohio 

Agricultural Nonpoint Source Reduction Strategies 

        

High Quality Waters Protection Strategies 

        

Other NPS Causes and Associated Sources of Impairment 

4 5  ID and repair failing HSTS Fulton Health Dept Medium  H2Ohio, Department of Health 
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4.2 Project Summary Sheets 

The Project Summary Sheets provided below were developed based on the actions or activities needed to achieve nutrient 

reduction targets in the Flat Run HUC-12. These projects are considered short term projects and are considerably ready to 

implement. Medium and longer-term projects will not have a Project Summary Sheet, as these projects are not ready for 

implementation or need more thorough planning. 

4.2.1  Agriculture BMP-In-field improvements: Cover Crops, Grassed Waterway, Drainage Management, NM Plans 

Table 11: Critical Area #1- Project #1 

Nine 
Element 
Criteria 

Information needed Explanation 

n/a Title Agriculture BMP-In-field improvements: Cover Crops, Grassed Waterway, Drainage 
Management, NM Plans 

criteria d 
 

Project Lead 
Organization & Partners 

Fulton/Williams SWCD 

criteria c HUC-12 and Critical Area FLAT RUN (HUC-12) (04100006 03 03) — Critical Area #1, 2 

criteria c Location of Project Flat Run HUC 12 

n/a Which strategy is being  
addressed by this 
project? 

Agricultural Nonpoint Source Reduction 

criteria f Time Frame Short-Term (Priority) (1-3 yr)  

criteria g Short Description Administer cost share funds to landowners 

criteria g Project Narrative Fulton SWCD and Williams SWCD will facilitate 1,000 acres of cover crops, 600 acres 
of drainage water management, 1,000 acres of nutrient management plans, and 15 
grassed waterways.  These practices will capture, store, and/or treat nutrients and 
runoff to the Tiffin River and, ultimately, the Maumee River and Lake Erie.   

criteria d Estimated Total cost $250,000 
*this value may decrease or increase depending on development of scope 

criteria d Possible Funding Source Ohio EPA §319, GLRI, H2Ohio, GLC, NRCS-USDA CRP, EQIP 

criteria a Identified Causes and 
Sources 

Causes: nutrients, sedimentation/siltation 
Sources: nonpoint sources from agricultural runoff 

criteria  
b & h 

 

Part 1: How much 
improvement is needed 
to remove the NPS 
impairment for the 
whole Critical Area? 

40% Reduction of phosphorus which is 5,200 lbs. of phosphorus from agriculture. 
Each Biological index value (IBI, ICI, QHEI) is estimated to improve by 1 point. 
IBI s at 34 now and the goal is ≥40 
ICI is currently “Low-Fair “(14-30) and the goal is “good” (≥36) 
QHEI is currently 40 and the goal is ≥60 

Part 2: How much of the 
needed improvement for 
the whole Critical Area is 
estimated to be 
accomplished by this 
project?  

1,000 acres of 5,100 total acres of cover crops needed (~20%) 
600 acres of 600 acres of drainage water management needed (100%) 
1,000 acres of 5,100 acres of nutrient management plans needed (~20%) 
15 of 15 grassed waterways needed (100%) 
 
 

Part 3: Load Reduced? Estimated: 8590 #N/year; 1880 #P/year; 1330 tons sediment/year  
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criteria i How will the 
effectiveness of this 
project in addressing the 
NPS impairment be 
measured? 

Measurement of practices implemented along with water quality data from long-
term monitoring stations. 

criteria e Information and 
Education 

Fulton SWCD and Williams SWCD will include information regarding practices and 
incentives on the district website, Facebook page, district newsletter, news releases 
and targeting landowners within the watersheds through mailings.  In addition, 
Farmer Led outreach will be used to provide farmer to famer contact and support. 

 

4.2.2 Western Fulton Phosphorus & Sediment Reduction 

Table 12: Critical Area #1 Project # 2 

Nine 
Element 
Criteria 

Information 
needed 

Explanation 

n/a Title Western Fulton Phosphorus & Sediment Reduction (Brush, Deer, Flat & Stag) 

criteria d 
 

Project Lead 
Organization & 
Partners 

Fulton SWCD 

criteria c HUC-12 and Critical 
Area 

FLAT RUN (HUC-12) (04100006 03 03) — Critical Area #1, 2 

criteria c Location of Project (Brush, Deer, Flat & Stag) 

n/a Which strategy is 
being  
addressed by this 
project? 

Agricultural Nonpoint Source Reduction 

criteria f Time Frame Short-Term (Priority) (1-3 yr)  FUNDED 

criteria g Short Description Fulton SWCD will facilitate 2,100 acres of cover crops, 12 acres of grassed waterways, 
10 erosion control structures, 15 acres of filter strips and 5 water control structures over 
the course of the 3-year grant period.  These practices will capture, store, and/or treat 
nutrients and runoff to the Tiffin River and, ultimately, the Maumee River and Lake Erie.  
The project will include outreach and educational programming. 
 

criteria g Project Narrative Western Fulton Phosphorus Sediment Reduction (PSR) concentrates on implementing 
conservation practices within four watersheds: Brush Creek, Deer Creek, Stag Run and 
Flat Run. These watersheds were selected by SWCD technicians after recent 
observations confirming a strong need for erosion control. While verifying cover crops 
throughout the county after two large rain events (nearly 3 inches on February 19th and 
March 1st), we observed several sediment and phosphorus runoff concerns. These 
flooding issues motivated the district to seek assistance in implementing grassed 
waterways, water control structures, erosion control structures, filter strips and cover 
crops.  
Flat Run is characterized by flat to slightly rolling and poorly drained soils. Flat Run is 
comprised of mainly Fulton silty clay loam, 0-6% slopes, and poorly drained soils with 
slow permeability.  
Subsurface and surface drainage is necessary to maintain productive agriculture as 
these soils are intensely row cropped, primarily corn and soybeans. Our 2017 winter 
transect shows 43% of the corn/bean ground has no residue or cover. We aim to 
educate producers and encourage them to adopt conservation practices that will 
address the flooding issues on their ground by reducing sedimentation and phosphorus 
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runoff. We plan to target landowners adjacent to open ditches. Flat Run will be suitable 
for all conservation practices- grassed waterways on highly erodible land, cover crops, 
filter strips, and water control structures targeted at livestock producers. 

criteria d Estimated Total cost $288,356 

criteria d Possible Funding 
Source 

GLC, in-kind match from partners 

criteria a Identified Causes 
and Sources 

Causes: nutrients, sedimentation/siltation 
Sources: nonpoint sources from agricultural runoff 

criteria  
b & h 

 

Part 1: How much 
improvement is 
needed to remove 
the NPS impairment 
for the whole Critical 
Area? 

IBI needs to go from 34 to 40 
ICI needs to go from Low Fair to Good 
QHEI needs to go from 40 to 60 
Phosphorus from ag sources needs to be reduced from 13,000 lbs. to 7,800 lbs. 
 

Part 2: How much of 
the needed 
improvement for the 
whole Critical Area is 
estimated to be 
accomplished by this 
project?  

Phosphorus will be reduced by 18% of what is needed  
Each Biological index value (IBI, ICI, QHEI) is estimated to improve by 1 point. 
IBI s at 34 now and the goal is ≥40 
ICI is currently “Low-Fair “(14-30) and the goal is “good” (≥36) 
QHEI is currently 40 and the goal is ≥60 
 
 

Part 3: Load Reduced? Estimated: 3251 lbs./year of nitrogen reduced, 1514 lbs./year of phosphorus reduced, 
and tons of sediment reduced. 

criteria i How will the 
effectiveness of this 
project in addressing 
the NPS impairment 
be measured? 

The addition of 2,100 acres of cover crops, 12 acres of grassed waterways, 10 erosion 
control structures, 15 acres of filter strips and 5 water control structures over the course 
of the 3-year grant period.   Measurement of practices implemented along with water 
quality data from long-term monitoring stations. 

criteria e Information and 
Education 

Fulton SWCD and partners will promote the Western Fulton PSR Project by: including 
information regarding practices and incentives on the district website, Facebook page, 
district newsletter, news releases and targeting landowners within the watersheds 
through mailings. 
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4.2.3 Sauder Village Wetland Restoration 

 

Table 13 : Critical Area #3 Project #3 

 

Nine 
Element 
Criteria 

Information needed Explanation 

n/a Title Sauder Village Wetland Restoration 

criteria d 
 

Project Lead 
Organization &  Partners 

Sauder Village (lead). ODNR, Fulton SWCD, The Nature Conservancy 
INSTALLED 2018  

criteria c HUC-12 and Critical Area FLAT RUN (HUC-12) (04100006 03 03) — Critical Area #1, 2, 3 

criteria c Location of Project 22611 State Route 2, Archbold, OH 43502 

n/a Which strategy is being  
addressed by this 
project? 

Altered Stream and Habitat Restoration Strategies 

criteria f Time Frame Short-Term (Priority) (1-3 yr) 

criteria g Short Description Sauder Village proposes to convert approximately 30 acres of existing agricultural 
fields to wetlands and vegetated buffers to capture, store, and treat nutrients and 
runoff to the Tiffin River and, ultimately, the Maumee River and Lake Erie.  The 
project will include outreach and educational programming.  

criteria g Project Narrative The project location at Sauder Village is positioned in what was once part of the 
Great Black Swamp and sits at the lowest point for approximately 1,024 acres of 
predominantly agricultural land that drains onto the property. Its location makes 
it a key site for addressing both water quantity and nonpoint source water quality 
problems by converting row crop agriculture to wetlands and conservation cover 
that traps, stores and treats water before it travels further downstream. It will 
have significant impacts on downstream sediment and nutrient delivery in an 
impaired watershed. It also will function as watershed storage capacity in a highly 
subsurface tiled landscape that will reduce total runoff volume as well as erosive 
peak discharges. By treating 15% of the watershed draining into it, wetlands 
restored for this project more than meets the minimum recommended wetland 
sizing of 5% of the drainage area above it (Mitsch et al., 1999).  Additionally, in a 
landscape where landowners have been reticent to adopt wetlands and restore 
natural habitats, the project location at this public education facility will serve as 
demonstration, education and inspiration for residents in the region to reconsider 
wetlands in the landscape as a complement to productive agriculture and 
recreation, rather than in conflict with it. 
Sauder Village has worked diligently over the last two years with local and state 
partners to address significant flooding and erosion issues on our property, 
including a watershed study conducted by CT Consultants in 2016.  See link for 
modeling map of the watershed and drainage analysis spreadsheet.    
https://saudervillage.org/docs/default-source/misc/development/base-drainage-
w-aerial-and-revised-storage-vs-elevation.pdf?sfvrsn=ff8447b7_2.   
Sauder Village has implemented various agricultural best management practices 
on-site including filter strips, riparian buffers, grassed waterways, and 
windbreaks.  While these practices address resource concerns related to 
agriculture production they have not provided the water quality and water 
volume control benefit that Sauder Village seeks in order to minimize flooding and 
nutrient loading. Additionally, this project will enhance their ability to be a 
demonstration and education facility for ecological restoration and recreation. 
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criteria d Estimated Total cost $137,000 

criteria d Possible Funding Source Ohio EPA 319, ODNR-DOW, in-kind match from partners 

criteria a Identified Causes and 
Sources 

Causes: nutrients, sedimentation/siltation 
Sources: nonpoint sources from agricultural runoff 

criteria  
b & h 

 

Part 1: How much 
improvement is needed 
to remove the NPS 
impairment for the 
whole Critical Area? 

To reach the 40% reduction goal, 5,200 lbs. of Phosphorus must be reduced. 
Phosphorus from ag sources needs to be reduced from 13,000 lbs. to 7,800 lbs. 
 

Part 2: How much of the 
needed improvement for 
the whole Critical Area is 
estimated to be 
accomplished by this 
project?  

200 lbs. of phosphorus will be reduced or 1.6% of the total needed. 

Part 3: Load Reduced? Estimated: 
Nitrogen (pounds/year)  887 
Phosphorus (pounds/year) 200 
Sediment (tons/year) 92 
 

criteria i How will the 
effectiveness of this 
project in addressing the 
NPS impairment be 
measured? 

Completion of this project will provide: 
Constructed Wetlands 
o 11 acres of wetland to store and capture upstream agricultural drainage 
o 15 acre-ft of storage volume at high water elevation 
o Emergency overflow routing to a grassed waterway and small lake 
Naturalized Areas 
o 5 acres of native warm season grasses & wildflowers 
o 3 acres of Oak Savanna tree plantings 
Vegetative Buffer/Recreation/Education Areas 
o 30 acres of cropland converted to natural cover 
o 2,332 linear feet of walking trail 
Effectiveness will be measured with periodic monitoring of the watershed and 
fixed stations throughout the watershed. 

criteria e Information and 
Education 

Strategically placed signage will facilitate organized and self-directed learning 
about project goals, species and habitats. Educational programming will teach 
residents about wildlife and plant species that they can identify and record. The 
project will also serve as an outdoor lab for school students throughout the 
region, Fulton SWCD, and local Extension offices where participants can learn to 
identify flora and fauna and learn applications like the iTree suite to calculate 
native species benefits. The project will enable educational and volunteer 
opportunities for local boy and girls scout troops, Future Farmers of America, and 
community civic groups through tree planting days, invasive species removal days, 
and project maintenance days well beyond the project period. The project team 
will hold a local kick-off event/ground breaking ceremony at the start of the 
project and another at completion to communicate with the public.  Local press 
releases, onsite tours, distribution of technical information on the project, and a 2-
page project case study will be prepared.  Sauder Village will include 
communication of project outcomes and educational programming opportunities 
through our Sauder Village Experience news magazine, SauderVillage.org website, 
and social media efforts. 
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4.2.4 Sauder Village Green Infrastructure 

 

Table 14 : Critical Area #3 Project #4 

 

Nine 
Element 
Criteria 

Information needed Explanation 

n/a Title Sauder Village Green Infrastructure  

criteria d 
 

Project Lead 
Organization &  Partners 

Sauder Village, TNC  
 

criteria c HUC-12 and Critical Area FLAT RUN (HUC-12) (04100006 03 03) — Critical Area #3 

criteria c Location of Project 22611 State Route 2, Archbold, OH 43502 

n/a Which strategy is being  
addressed by this 
project? 

Agricultural Nonpoint Source Reduction Strategies 

criteria f Time Frame Short-Term (Priority) (1-3 yr) 

criteria g Short Description Sauder Village proposes to redesign parking lots across the complex (currently all 
impervious asphalt and no curb cuts) and incorporate a green infrastructure and 
regrading design.  The project will include multiple phases which once complete 
will capture, store, and treat nutrients and runoff to the Flat Run and the Tiffin 
River.   

criteria g Project Narrative The parking redesign at Sauder Village sits at the lowest point for approximately 
1,024 acres of predominantly agricultural land that drains onto the property. The 
location makes it a key site for addressing both water quantity and nonpoint 
source water quality problems.  Sauder Village plan to convert an estimated 2.2 
acres of impervious pavement to green infrastructure, or 27.7% of the 8.06 acres 
of existing parking throughout the complex, so that water can be captured and 
filtered before it travels further downstream.   

criteria d Estimated Total cost $97,000 for Green Infrastructure components 

criteria d Possible Funding Source Ohio EPA 319, Sauder Capital 

criteria a Identified Causes and 
Sources 

Causes: nutrients, sedimentation/siltation 
Sources: nonpoint sources from agricultural runoff 

criteria  
b & h 

 

Part 1: How much 
improvement is needed 
to remove the NPS 
impairment for the 
whole Critical Area? 

IBI needs to go from 34 to 40 
ICI needs to go from Low Fair to Good 
QHEI needs to go from 40 to 60 
Phosphorus from ag sources needs to be reduced from 13,000 lbs. to 7,800 lbs. 
  

Part 2: How much of the 
needed improvement for 
the whole Critical Area is 
estimated to be 
accomplished by this 
project?  

 Phosphorus will be reduced by 1.6% of what is needed  
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Part 3: Load Reduced? Estimated 
Nitrogen (pounds/year)  2175 
Phosphorus (pounds/year)  207 
Sediment (tons/year) 46 
 

criteria i How will the 
effectiveness of this 
project in addressing the 
NPS impairment be 
measured? 

Completion of this project will provide: 
Approximately 2.2 acres of impervious pavement converted to green 
infrastructure.   
Effectiveness will be measured with periodic monitoring of the watershed and 
fixed stations throughout the watershed. 

criteria e Information and 
Education 

Incorporating green infrastructure will complement the public outreach and 
educational programming on water quality improvement practices being 
developed in conjunction with the recent wetlands restoration project.  Sauder 
Village will include communication of practices and educational programming 
opportunities through signage, trail maps, Sauder Village Experience news 
magazine, SauderVillage.org website, and social media efforts. 
 

 

4.2.5 Sauder Village BMPS at Demo Farm 

 

Table 15 : Critical Area #3 Project #5 

 

Nine 
Element 
Criteria 

Information needed Explanation 

n/a Title Sauder Village BMPs at Demo Farm 

criteria d 
 

Project Lead 
Organization &  Partners 

Sauder Village, TNC  
 

criteria c HUC-12 and Critical Area FLAT RUN (HUC-12) (04100006 03 03) — Critical Area #3 

criteria c Location of Project 22611 State Route 2, Archbold, OH 43502 

n/a Which strategy is being  
addressed by this 
project? 

Agricultural Nonpoint Source Reduction Strategies 

criteria f Time Frame Short-Term (Priority) (1-3 yr) 

criteria g Short Description Sauder Village will follow the NRCS recommendation for their demo farm to install 
a grassed waterway and tile system in the pasture, create a manure storage 
structure and retrofit barn gutters 
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criteria g Project Narrative Sauder Village has severe flooding/ponding issues in several locations, even after 
small rain events.  The most problematic area is in and around the livestock barns 
and pastures.  Stormwater is entering one barn and has the potential to mix with 
manure.  Solution: Construct a grassed waterway on the SE corner of the pasture 
to safely remove runoff.  This will also provide the added benefit of filtering out 
any manure before it reaches the pond known as “Little Lake Erie.” Estimated 
cost: 0.4 acres X $2,453.68/acre = $981.47. 
Sauder Village needs a place to store manure before it can be applied to 
surrounding crop fields. Solution: Construct a manure storage facility with a 6-
month storage capacity. Estimated cost: $8,456 
The horse pasture is extremely wet and needs subsurface drainage.  If left 
untreated, runoff water is mixing with manure due to saturated soil conditions, 
and existing conditions are unhealthy for the livestock. Solution: install tile 
drainage and outlet into existing 12” main waterway tile.  Estimated cost: $5,000 
Several buildings near the barns and pastures have gutters that are not connected 
to underground outlets.  This rainwater is released from the roofs directly on the 
ground surface, contributing to ponding water. Solution: Install underground 
outlets for existing gutters and tie into existing field tile.  Estimated cost: $2,000 
 

criteria d Estimated Total cost $20,000 

criteria d Possible Funding Source Ohio EPA 319, NRCS, H2Ohio 

criteria a Identified Causes and 
Sources 

Causes: nutrients, sedimentation/siltation 
Sources: nonpoint sources from agricultural runoff 

criteria  
b & h 

 

Part 1: How much 
improvement is needed 
to remove the NPS 
impairment for the 
whole Critical Area? 

IBI needs to go from 34 to 40 
ICI needs to go from Low Fair to Good 
QHEI needs to go from 40 to 60 
Phosphorus from ag sources needs to be reduced from 13,000 lbs. to 7,800 lbs. 
  

Part 2: How much of the 
needed improvement for 
the whole Critical Area is 
estimated to be 
accomplished by this 
project?  

IBI, ICI, and QHEI will improve by 1 point at most.  Phosphorus will be reduced 
approximately 3-5% 
 

Part 3: Load Reduced? Estimated: 1540 lbs./year of nitrogen reduced, 137 lbs./year of phosphorus 
reduced, and 14.1 tons of sediment reduced. 

criteria i How will the 
effectiveness of this 
project in addressing the 
NPS impairment be 
measured? 

Completion of this project will provide manure storage, retrofit of barns, and a 
grassed waterway. 
 
Effectiveness will be measured with periodic monitoring of the watershed and 
fixed stations throughout the watershed. 

criteria e Information and 
Education 

Incorporating agriculture BMPs will complement the public outreach and 
educational programming on water quality improvement practices being 
developed in conjunction with the recent wetlands restoration project.  Sauder 
Village will include communication of practices and educational programming 
opportunities through signage, trail maps, Sauder Village Experience news 
magazine, SauderVillage.org website, and social media efforts. 
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4.2.6 Archbold Village Wetland Restoration 

Table 16 : Critical Area #3 Project #6 

 

Nine 
Element 
Criteria 

Information needed Explanation 

n/a Title Archbold Village Wetland Restoration 

criteria d 
 

Project Lead 
Organization & Partners 

Archbold Village.  
Other potential partners-ODNR, Fulton SWCD, Sauder Village, The Nature 
Conservancy 

criteria c HUC-12 and Critical Area FLAT RUN (HUC-12) (04100006 03 03) — Critical Area #1, 2, 3 

criteria c Location of Project German Township, Section 28.  County Rd  22 & County Rod D.  South of Sauder 
Village (See map below) 

n/a Which strategy is being 
addressed by this 
project? 

Altered Stream and Habitat Restoration Strategies 

criteria f Time Frame Short-Term (Priority) (1-3 year) 

criteria g Short Description  Village proposes to convert approximately 2 acres of existing agricultural fields to 
wetlands and vegetated buffers to capture, store, and treat nutrients and runoff 
to the Tiffin River and, ultimately, the Maumee River and Lake Erie.  The project 
will include outreach and educational programming.  

criteria g Project Narrative The project location is positioned in what was once part of the Great Black 
Swamp. Its location makes it a key site for addressing both water quantity and 
nonpoint source water quality problems by converting row crop agriculture to 
wetlands and conservation cover that traps, stores and treats water before it 
travels further downstream. It will have significant impacts on downstream 
sediment and nutrient delivery in an impaired watershed. It also will function as 
watershed storage capacity in a highly subsurface tiled landscape that will reduce 
total runoff volume as well as erosive peak discharges. 

criteria d Estimated Total cost $44,514 

criteria d Possible Funding Source Ohio EPA 319, H2Ohio 

criteria a Identified Causes and 
Sources 

Causes: nutrients, sedimentation/siltation 
Sources: nonpoint sources from agricultural runoff 

criteria  
b & h 

 

Part 1: How much 
improvement is needed 
to remove the NPS 
impairment for the 
whole Critical Area? 

Critical Area 3, Objective 1: Install wetlands that will treat 300 acres. 
 
IBI needs to go from 34 to 40 
ICI needs to go from Low Fair to Good 
QHEI needs to go from 40 to 60 
 

Part 2: How much of the 
needed improvement for 
the whole Critical Area is 
estimated to be 
accomplished by this 
project?  

This wetland will treat 100 acres or 33% of the stated Objective 1 for Critical Area 
3. 
IBI, ICI, and QHEI have the potential to improve by 0.5- 1 points.   
 
 

Part 3: Load Reduced? Estimated: 656 #N/year; 27 #P/year; 3.5 tons sediment/year  

criteria i How will the 
effectiveness of this 
project in addressing the 

Measured with periodic monitoring of the watershed and fixed stations 
throughout the water 
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NPS impairment be 
measured? 

criteria e Information and 
Education 

Sauder Village has recently completed a wetland restoration that will include a 
detailed wetland education program for 1,000s of yearly visitors.  Because of the 
proximity to Sauder Village walking trail and the partnership with the Village of 
Archbold, this wetland will be included in communications plan to not only 
highlight the wetland project and practices, but the practical benefits that 
wetland provide.  Sauder Village uses signage, trail maps, Sauder Village 
Experience news magazine, SauderVillage.org website, and social media efforts. 
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